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Collapsable Bulk Box
Quantum’s new collapsable bulk box provides a  practical approach to large volume or
large part material handling, storage and transport.  Used for heavy loads, components
and even food products, these reusable and returnable containers allow you to ship,
handle, pick, store and distribute your products while increasing productivity and pro-
fitability. Quantum’s collapsable bulk box comes in a standard pallet size footprint mea-
suring 48”L x 45”W.  It can be collapsed down to a fraction of its full height in seconds.
Bulk containers stack perfectly loaded or when folded down to minimize storage space.
They are designed to make the shipping of your products faster,  safer and less costly
while providing greater protection.  Two access drop doors are able to lie flush against
the container allowing easy loading and unloading.  Manufactured from High Density
Polyethylene, this tough container provides superior protection for products while being
stored or in transit.  Welded base provides greater strength while the reinforced fork
openings provide easy lifting. Can withstand temperatures between -20° and 250°F.
Available in Black.

Plastic, ergonomic latches for opening and collapsing

Superior strength with low tare weight

High return ratio: return 3 collapsed boxes for each

bulk box distributed

1,800 lb. load capacity for standard usage

Large, flat labeling area on all four sides

Performance Features:

HANDLE.  SHIP.
DISTRIBUTE.  REUSE.

External
Internal
Usable interior height (fill line)
Access drop door - cut out
Collapsed height
Nested height
Stack of 9/ collapsed (trailer)
Fork tunnel - 48" side
Fork tunnel - 45" side
Ship wgt. - 118 lbs

Collapsable Bulk Box
Specifications 

L
(inch/mm)

W
(inch/mm)

H
(inch/mm)

48.00/1219.2
44.50/1130.3

45.00/1143.0
41.50/1054.1

30.00/762.0

11.00/279.4
11.38/288.9

33.9/861.1
28.2/716.0
27.10/688.3
15.95/405.1
12.76/324.0
11.77/299.0
106.93/2716.1
3.40/86.4
3.40/86.4

MODEL NO.
QBB-4845-34 

Fully opened Bulk Box measures
48”L x 45”W x 34”H

Two access drop doors allows
easy loading and unloading

Easy opening and collapsing
of Bulk Box’s side walls

Collapses to a fraction 
of it’s full height

QBB-4845-34
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